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Table 1: NEI Dry Storage Forum 2002 ISFSI Inspection Issues

Date Plant Reference Issue

10 CFR 72.212(b) 

1999 Susquehanna 72-28 10 CFR 72.212(b) evaluation: (1) the evaluation was in draft form
at the time of the NRC observed dry run

07/00 Hatch 72-36/2000-02 10 CFR 72.212(b) evaluation: (1) the evaluation was in draft form
at the time of the NRC observed dry run and (2) the evaluation
made commitments and references to procedures that did not
reflect the 72.212 commitments.  

12/00 McGuire 72-38/2000-01 10 CFR 72.212(b) evaluation was in draft form at the time of the
NRC 72.212(b) inspection 

Fall 2001 Fitzpatrick 72-12 10 CFR 72.212(b) evaluation: (1) the evaluation was in draft form
at the time of the NRC observed dry run
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Date Plant Reference Issue

Cask Issues

12/99-06/01 Surry 72-02/00-03;
LER dated
07/07/00;
(Transnuclear, 
Inc.
Information
Bulletin April
2001)

Cask Issues.  Five low pressure alarms occurred over a six month
period from 3 TN-32 casks. The problem was attributed to loose
or leaking (Ashcroft) pressure switches, which were replaced at
the ISFSI pad.  Additionally, the Ashcroft pressure switches were
also found to have set point drifts in the non-conservative
direction.  Ashcroft pressure switches were replaced with new
Wasco pressure switches, and recent experience showed that the
Wasco pressure switches did not exhibit set pont drift.

12/99-06/01 Surry 72-02/00-06;
(Transnuclear, 
Inc.
Information
Bulletin April
2001)

Cask Issues.  Corrosion of the Helicoflex metallic outer lid seals
of 5 TN-32 casks.  Five TN-32 casks were brought back to the
station and had their lids removed.  Examinations of the double
Helicoflex metallic outer lid seals revealed that the outer metallic
seal contained small thru-wall holes caused by corrosion of the
outer aluminum jacket on the seal.  No corrosion was observed on
the inner containment seal nor was any leakage detected past the
inner seal. 

Corrosion was also observed on two of the five casks on the lid
edges where metallic spray and/or paint did not fully cover the lid
surface.  The casks showed evidence of water intrusion and/or
high humidity inside the protective cover.  In the presence of
water, the galvanic couple between aluminum and stainless steel
is sufficient to cause corrosion. 

The over pressure (OP) system at Surry utilizes pressure switches
attached directly to the OP tank with electrical wires emerging
from the top of the weather cover through a Conax fitting.  Water
had entered the weather cover through the Conax fitting at the
apex of the dome. The water intrusion was attributed to
improperly installed Conax connectors on the casks. 
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12/99-06/01 Surry, 72-02/01-02;
Transnuclear, 
Inc.
Information
Bulletin April
2001)

Cask Issues.  Loose lid bolts on TN-32 casks.  Six TN-32 casks
that were returned to the station’s fuel pool area were observed to
have loose lid bolts.  For one cask, approximate lid bolt torque
values were measured before removal.  Only two of the 48 lid
bolts were found to have a torque in the proper range (~940 ft-
lbs).  Many of the bolts were found to have a torque value of
around 300 ft-lbs and about 20 bolts were found to be hand tight
or less than 100 ft-lbs.   A majority of the hand tight bolts were
identified at locations that were tightened early in the star
sequence.  There was no evidence that the lid metallic o-rings lost
their seal due to the reduced torque found in the lid bolts. 
Evaluations performed by Transnuclear confirmed that the lid
seals would remain compressed in a sealing condition and that the
containment would be maintained in a tip over accident.

Evaluations were being performed to determine the cause of the
loose lid bolts.  Possibilities being investigated include thermal
expansion and the necessity for making multiple passes in
tightening the bolts.  Operational steps to mitigate the possibility
of thermal expansion causing bolting problems were being
evaluated, including applying the final torque (~930 ft-lbs) on the
lid bolts after thermal equilibrium of the cask is obtained.    

01/00-06/01 Surry 72-02/00-06;
72-02/01-02

Cask Issues.  Dry Storage Cask Re-flood Experience: Surry
Power Station successfully re-flooded 5 TN-32 casks without
complication to replace secondary seals. 

06/01 Hatch 72-36 LER
dated 06/10/01

Cask Issues.  Vent and drain port cap connection problems on a
Holtec MPC.  During the completion of dry storage operations on
a Holtec multipurpose cannister (MPC), one of the last steps to
seal the MPC requires closing vents and drains in the MPC lid,
which is performed by closing screwed vent and drain port caps
using remote valve operating assemblies (RVOAs).  These caps
provide the ability to open and close the flow passages into the
MPC.  During this step, neither the vent nor the drain port cap
would fully close.  Closure required counting the turns to close,
and then applying a torque (as specified in the FSAR).  In this
event, the required number of turns could not be achieved, thus
rendering the caps not fully closed.  It appeared that one of the
causes was due to the lack of a thread lubricant.  The Holtec
procedure required the use of a thread lubricant, however, the
facility procedure did not require the use of a lubricant.      

08/01 Dresden 72-37/2001-03 Cask Issues.  Lid to Shell Weld Failed Liquid Penetrant
Examination. The weld edge chamfer was machined at 45 degrees
instead of 30 degrees for two lids.

08/01 Dresden 72-37/2001-03 Cask Issues.  Transfer Cask Top Radiation Shield Ring.  The
transfer cask top shield ring did not fit the cask. It appeared that
the ring warped during modification and was not fit tested
afterward.  
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Crane and Rigging Issues

12/00 McGuire 72-38/2000-01 Heavy Loads: Heavy load testing records were missing for the
single failure proof crane.

05/01 Robert E. Ginna
spent fuel
shipping cask

PHMC lessons
learned

Crane/Rigging Issues.  Load Cell Failure.  On 05/23/01, after
completing the installation of a rear impact limiter on Robert E.
Ginna spent fuel shipping cask, a load cell failed prior to
disconnecting the rigging.  A combination of a less than adequate
safety factor, a material defect, cyclic loading (horizontal and
vertical), or a combination of these factors over a period of time
may have caused the mechanical failure of the load cell. 

05/01
06/01

SONGS-3
Turkey Point

Industry Event
Report

Crane/Rigging Issues.  Use of Kevlar Slings for Rigging Heavy
Loads. On 05/30/01, a Grove RT650 crane fell to the lower U3
full flow level while being lowered from the upper turbine deck. 
The nylon slings were believed to be cut, and failed due to
pressure being applied upon the point of contact at the square
edges on the bottom of the outriggers, causing the rubber padding
to cut first, and then the slings.  Lessons Learned:  Since rigging
is the weakest link in the heavy load handling system, close
attention should be placed on the operation, inspection,
maintenance, and training on the use of Kevlar slings for rigging
heavy loads.    

08/01 Dresden 72-37/2001-03 Crane/Rigging Issues.  Water in Holtec Cask Yoke System.  The
actuating air cylinders filled with water when the cask yoke
system was tested in preparation for moving the transfer cask in
and out of the fuel pool.

08/01 Dresden 72-37/2001-03 Heavy Loads: The building crane was qualified to handle the
projected heavy load, however the building support structure was
not qualified to handle the load under seismic conditions.

Heavy Loads: Heavy load testing records were missing for the
single failure proof crane.

08/01 Dresden 72-37/2001-03 Crane/Rigging Issues.   Cask Transfer Facility Sling Problem.  A
hole was discovered on the outside surface of the sling lift eye. 
Apparent cause of the damage was excessive slack in the slings
during down-loader movement, which caused the down-loader
sling adjusters to shift to one side of the down loader guide,
causing the sling to rub into a sharp corner guide.  
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Other Issues

06/99 Palisades 72-07/2001-01 Fuel Loading Issues.  Less than 5 year cooled spent fuel placed in
cask. Between 06/99 and 08/99, 11 fuel assemblies were loaded
into 5 spent fuel storage casks in violation of the CofC required 5
year cooling time.

12/00 McGuire 72-38/2000-01 Use of Operational Readiness Review Teams.  The licensee used
an independent Operational Readiness Review Team to conduct
pre-op testing and procedure validation and verification. 

08/01 Dresden 72-37/2001-03 Share lessons learned.  Stuck drain and port caps on a Holtec cask
at Plant Hatch caused Dresden to halt spent fuel loading in their
first Holtec cask when the problem became known and remove
the cask from the pool until a root cause could be determined. 
This caused an additional heavy load lift.

08/01 Dresden 72-37/2001-03 Transporter Problems.  Freshly applied asphalt sealer became
fixed to the tracks of the transporter which caused the friction of
the tracks to the ground to increase making it difficult to
maneuver the transporter. 

08/01 Dresden 72-37/2001-03 Other Issues.  Foreign Material Control Issues.  Foreign Material
found in MPC.  A foreign object was discovered in the bottom of
a cell and could not be removed.  The spacer would not fully seat
in the bottom of the cell.  Upon inspection by the vendor, the
foreign object was identified as an aluminum heat conduction
strip.

08/01 Dresden 72-37/2001-03 Other Issues.  Improper Seating of Fuel Assemblies.  An MPC lid
was not seated evenly due to two fuel bundles that were not seated
properly on the bottom spacers within each cell of the MPC.  

12/01 Palisades 72-07/2001-02 ISFSI Pad Issues.  Questionable acceptability of un-compacted,
organic material beneath the ISFSI storage pad.
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